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Natural Language Inference (NLI)

Claim: Specialized cells protect the human body from 
disease-causing microbes by producing chemicals that destroy the 
microbes. 

True | False

Why? (Explanation)

Specialized cells are a source of 
chemicals that destroy 

disease-causing microbes.

disease-causing microbes have a 
negative impact on the body. 

Fact banks

Multi-hop
Multi-premise



BRCA2 protein is a tumour 
suppressor involved in HRR.

BRCA2 is a human gene that 
encodes the BRCA2 protein.

BRCA2 promotes the assembly of RAD51 
homolog 1 onto SS DNA in HRR.

BRCA2 is a human protein involved in HRR.

BRCA2 and RAD51 homolog 1 are both 
involved in HRR in humans.

The binding of BRCA2 and RAD51 homolog 1 catalyzes the 
joining of undamaged homologous molecules.

HRR is the primary process for 
repairing DNA double strand breaks.

HRR repairs damage to DNA using information 
copied from a homologous undamaged molecule.

Undamaged homologous molecules are provided by sister chromatids 
or paternal/maternal copies of chromosomes.

HRR is a DSB DNA repair process wherein damaged DNA is 
replaced by undamaged homologous molecules from sister 
chromatids or paternal/maternal copies of chromosomes.

BRCA2 is a human protein involved 
in DSB DNA break repair via HRR

RAD51 is a eukaryotic gene that 
encodes the RAD51 homolog gene.

Claim: BRCA2 promotes the joining of undamaged homologous repair 
molecules via RAD51 homolog 1 in humans.

Large fact banks

   Expert-level scientific inference & explanation



● Selective overview in Mathematical Language 
Processing (MathLP) - relevant to WG4.

● Emphasis on a particular category of ML model: 
Large Language Models (LLMs).

● and how to implement semantic and inference 
controls on the top of this substrate.

Aims for Today



Meadows & Freitas, ArXiv: 2205.15231 (2022).



Meadows & Freitas, ArXiv: 2205.15231 (2022).



The Unreasonable Effectiveness of 

Large Language Models (LLMs)



● Probability distributions over strings of text.

Language Models

The students opened their …
The students opened their books

S = The students opened their books

P(S) = P(The) x P(students | The) x P(opened | The students) x P(their | The 
students opened) x P(books | The students opened their)

(predicted)



Neural Language Models

Kapronczay, Towards Data Science (2021)



Transformers

1. Positional Encodings
2. (Multi-head) Self-Attention

Vaswani et al, NeurIPS (2017)



Attention
The agreement on the European Economic Area was signed in August 1992.

Which words the model should be 
“attending” to at each time step?

L’accord sur la zone économique européenne a été signé en août 1992.

Vaswani et al, NeurIPS (2017)



Self-Attention

Self-attention allows a a model to 
assign a meaning to a term in a 
complex context .

Vaswani et al, NeurIPS (2017)



BERT: Bidirectional Encoder Representations 

Self-attention allows a a model to assign a meaning to a term in 
a complex context.

Devlin, Chang, Lee, Toutanova, CoRR (2018)

from Transformers



TODO



Transformers as Soft Reasoners

 Clark, Tafjord, Richardson, IJCAI (2020)



Reimers & Gurevych, EMNLP (2019)

SBERT

Cross-encoders: perform full-attention over the input pair.
Bi-encoders: map each input independently to a dense vector space.

Sentence embeddings

Compare, index sentences



Peng, Yuan, Gao, Tang, ArXiv:2105.00377 (2021)

MathBERT

MLM: Masked Language Modeling
CCP: Context Correspondence Prediction
MSP: Masked Substructure Prediction

Pre-trained on Arxiv bulk data (Amazon S3)



Brown et al., Arxiv:2005.14165 (2020)

● ‘In-context’ learning.
○ Text input of a LLM as a form of task specification.
○ Natural language instruction and
○ a few demonstrations of the task
○ model expected to complete further instances of the task.

● Controlling generation. 

Set an arbitrary prefix (the prompt) as a control mechanism.

LLMs are few-shot learners



Brown et al., Arxiv:2005.14165 (2020)

Zero-shot

One-shot

Few-shot



LLMs are few-shot learners

Brown et al., Arxiv:2005.14165 (2020)



Wu et al., Arxiv:2205.12615 (2022)

Automatically translating from natural language mathematics 
to a formal language.

Autoformalisation



Wu et al., Arxiv:2205.12615 (2022)

Automatically translating from natural language mathematics 
to a formal language.

Informalisation



● MiniF2F dataset containing 488 mathematical 
competition statements manually formalized.

https://github.com/openai/miniF2F

MiniF2F

Zheng et al., Arxiv:2109.00110 (2021)

https://github.com/openai/miniF2F


● LLMs can correctly translate 25.3% of mathematical 
competition problems to formal specifications in 
Isabelle/HOL.

https://github.com/openai/miniF2F

Autoformalisation

Zheng et al., Arxiv:2109.00110 (2021)

https://github.com/openai/miniF2F


LLMs trained on code

Chen et al., Arxiv:2107.03374 (2021)



LLMs trained on code

Chen et al., Arxiv:2107.03374 (2021)



Encoding Inference:

Semantic & Inference Controls



Typing & Discourse-level



Informal (NL) Premise Selection

Ferreira & Freitas, LREC (2020)



Informal (NL) Premise Selection
Cross-model statement representation 
(STAR)

Ferreira & Freitas, EACL (2021)



Informal (NL) Premise Selection

Ferreira & Freitas, EACL (2021)



Informal (NL) Premise Selection

Ferreira & Freitas, ACL (2020)



Meadows, Zhou, Freitas, LREC 2022.

Discourse-level



Meadows, Zhou, Freitas, LREC 2022.

Discourse-level



Symbolic Gap



H: Shale is a sedimentary rock that can be metamorphosed into 
slate by increased pressure.

'high is similar to increase'

'exposure to extreme heat and pressure changes sedimentary and 
igneous rock into metamorphic rock'

'shale is a kind of sedimentary rock' 

'extreme means very high in value'

'slate is a type of metamorphic rock' 

AbstractionAbstraction, grounding

Proof, Explanation
 & Natural Language Inference



H: Shale is a sedimentary rock that can be metamorphosed into 
slate by increased pressure.

'high is similar to increase'

'exposure to extreme heat and pressure changes sedimentary and 
igneous rock into metamorphic rock'

'shale is a kind of sedimentary rock' 

'extreme means very high in value'

'slate is a type of metamorphic rock' 

AbstractionUnification

Proof, Explanation
 & Natural Language Inference



Thayaparan et al, TACL (2022)

Valentino, Thayaparan, Ferreira, Freitas, AAAI (2022)

Valentino, Thayaparan, Freitas, EACL (2021)

Thayaparan & Freitas, ACL Findings (2021)

Sentence embeddings for approximate premise selection (kNN query - scalable).

Add constraints which define an explanation.

Constructs a fact graph where each node is a fact with explicit attributes.

Define properties which we can optimise: e.g. relevance, saturation and 
diversity.

Controlling NLI



An end-to-end differentiable framework that incorporates constraints via 
convex optimization layers into broader transformers-based architectures.

Semantic and lexical scores are weighted by a set of learnable θ parameters 
to construct an explanation graph G = (V, E) supporting the candidate answer. 

Thayaparan et al, TACL (2022)

Controlling NLI



Thayaparan & Freitas, ACL Findings (2021)

red: ExplanationLP + UR
blue: BERTLarge + UR
green: PathNet + UR



● LLMs have demonstrated the capability of synthesising code 
from NL in a few-shot setting.

● NLI have been complementing LLMs models with additional 
semantic and inference controls.

● Nothing specific here for NL: applicable to other types of 
language.

● Strategic (cross-disciplinary) space for WG4:
○ What are the efficiency gains of LLMs and NLI in the 

construction of proof libraries?

● Because this group is closer to the resources (libraries), I 
believe we are at a unique position to answer this question.

Conclusions



andre.freitas@manchester.ac.uk

Questions, Collaborations?




